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to 21-14, followed by the Mountaineers’ second three-and-out drive in as
many second-half possessions.
Two plays, two touchdowns and
Madison’s disaster of a first half was
drowned out by a revitalized and
record Bridgeforth Stadium crowd
reported at 17,163. Landers’ interception on JMU’s first play of the
game was forgiven, and the game
had lived up to the hype engendered
by a rapidly growing rivalry and
the meeting of two Walter Payton
Award candidates: Landers and Appalachian State quarterback Armanti Edwards.
The Walter Payton Award is given
annually to the best offensive player
in the Football Championship Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA).
Saturday, it was clear why Edwards is
one of 16 finalists.
He repeatedly turned broken
plays into first downs in the first half,
rushing for 97 of his 109 yards en
route to a three-touchdown advantage. But it was Edwards’ incredible
speed and quickness that dazzled, not
his numbers.
On the Mountaineers’ third scoring drive of the first half, Edwards
dealt with the inconvenience of a
first-and-20 play by bursting through
a pack of JMU defenders for a 14-yard
gain, picking up his last five yards in
a lightning-quick dive. His next play
was a 31-yard pass downfield to App
State receiver CoCo Hillary at the
JMU 19-yard line, a play reminiscent
of the carving UMass quarterback
Liam Coen gave the JMU defense last
week.
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Scotty McGee extended his right
arm to shield himself from one last
obstacle as he scampered down the
left sideline, bounding over an Appalachian State defender at the 12-yard
mark.
Moments later, Madison’s junior
kick returner high-stepped into the
end zone, scoring JMU’s first touchdown of the game on the second
half ’s opening kickoff, and sparking
the No. 5 Dukes’ 35-32 comeback
win Saturday over the No. 1 Mountaineers.
“Good teams become great teams
doing what they did tonight,” Appalachian State coach Jerry Moore said
after his team fell to 1-2. “And they’re
to be commended for that.”
It had seemed like the ultimate
letdown at halftime, with JMU (3-1
overall, 1-0 in the Colonial Athletic
Association) down 21-0 after almost
ten months of emotional buildup
from last season’s 28-27 first-round
playoff loss to Appalachian State.
But JMU senior quarterback
Rodney Landers claimed he was encouraged by his teammates during
the break.
“I looked around at the faces at
halftime and they all had a look on
their face like they were ready to play,”
Landers said. “None of them were
hangin’ their heads and we knew that
we were just like one play away.”
In fact, they got two. After McGee’s 99-yard kickoff return for a
touchdown, Landers broke open a
62-yard touchdown run of his own
on JMU’s first offensive play of the
third quarter. That play cut the lead
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World/National News

Fatal Terrorist Attack on Hotel
Los Angeles Times
ISLAMABAD,

Pakistan

—

With dozens still believed trapped
inside, authorities continued to
search early Sunday for victims of
a massive suicide bombing attack
on a five-star hotel frequented by
foreign diplomats and the Pakistani elite.
At least 40 people were killed
and 250 others wounded when
a truck full of explosives was
rammed into the gates of the

Marriott Hotel, one of the deadliest terrorist attacks in the history
of this politically shaky Muslim
nation. The thunderous blast in
the heart of nation's capital reverberated for miles, carved out
a crater 30-feet deep and set off
a fire that continued to burn into
the early hours of Sunday.
There was no immediate claim
of responsibility for the attack,
which hit hours after Pakistan's
new president, Asif Ali Zardari,
delivered his maiden speech to
lawmakers. Islamic militants have
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vowed to destabilize Zardari's
government, which is faced with
deepening economic gloom and
growing public anger over Pakistan's alliance with the U.S.
Western anti-terror officials
were eager to see whether responsibility for the attack would
be claimed by the core leadership
of al-Qaeda or by one of an array
of radical fundamentalist groups
operating in the largely lawless
regions of Pakistan near the
Afghanistan border.
"I don't think it was the Taliban," said Sajjan Gohel of the
Asia-Pacific Foundation, a
London-based think tank on terrorism and security issues. "It
seems more al-Qaeda, or a group
affiliated with al-Qaeda, because
of the scope and the ferocity of
it."
If al-Qaeda was involved, it
probably would claim responsibility in an emphatic way to show
it remains viable, despite the loss
of key leaders this year in Pakistani government offensives and
U.S. air attacks. After a bombing
at the Danish embassy in Islam-

abad killed six people in June,
al-Qaeda released a detailed
video taking credit for the blast
and identifying the suicide attacker as a Saudi militant.
Among the wounded were a
number of foreigners, including
citizens of Germany and Saudi
Arabia. The U.S. State Department said at least one American
was killed and that several
others had been injured and
that U.S. officials were working
to notify the next of kin.
Earlier in the day, during
his first address to Parliament,
Zardari had pledged to "root
out terrorism and extremism
wherever and whenever they
may rear their ugly heads."
In recent months, U.S. security forces have stepped up their
fight against al-Qaeda's core
leaders in northwest Pakistan,
unleashing missile strikes and
cross-border military operations from Afghanistan. Zardari and other Pakistani leaders
have denounced such operations as infringements on their
country's sovereignty.
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Paul Hong also sentenced for
possession of marijuana
By ASHTON SMITH
The Breeze

Former JMU student Paul Hong was sentenced Friday to five years
in jail after the Rockingham County General District Court found him
guilty of 10 counts of possession of fake IDs.
The courts suspended all but five days of his sentence.
Along with the fake IDs, Hong was also found guilty of possessing
marijuana, which violated the code of university statute.
Hong was also charged with two felony counts of drug possession for
Adderall and mushrooms, but those charges were dropped.
Hong, who was a freshman last year, was charged last semester after
police got a warrant on Feb. 7 to search his dorm room for marijuana or
paraphernalia.
Hong was sentenced to
six months on each count
of the possession of fake
IDs.
Hong was not sentenced to the maximum
degree, because he could
have faced 12 months in
jail for each count of the 10
counts.
— CHRISTOPHER BEAN
"It's a reflection on his
Prosecutor
age and lack of record," assistant Commonwealth’s Attorney Christopher Bean
said of the leniency of two
of the charges.
However, Bean said that his being found guilty was a main priority
for the prosecution.
"It was our desire to make sure he respects the law," Bean said.
JMU Police officer Rodney McCarter executed a search of Hong’s
room on Feb. 4 and seized “a firework, plant-like substance, pills, a
white tube with marijuana inside and a tall, green smoking device,” according to the police report.
McCarter came across many items under Hong's bed in search of
marijuana. Things such as Kentucky operators’ licenses, blank card
stock used for making licenses and hologram-type images. The search
warrant inventory and return lists: blank ID cards and ID cards with
individuals on them, 21 pieces of card stock and/or fictitious licenses, a
Massanutten ski pass, a New Jersey license and a list of names on paper,
according to the police report.
Hong began his five-day sentence Thursday. After Hong is released
from jail Tuesday, he will have 200 hours of community service and 12
months of supervised probation.

“

It was our desire
to make sure he
respects the law.

”

DAVID LONNQUEST/The Breeze

Debris is piled high as clean up continues at the Rockingham Square Shopping Centre after four stores burned down.
Police have determined it was arson, but no arrests have been made.

Victims Still Dumbfounded
By MICHELLE HABEL
contributing writer

In the early morning hours of Sept. 11, David Jerlinski
turned on the WHSV news program to find that his Mr. J’s
Bagel & Deli restaurant was engulfed in flames. Immediately, Jerlinski, part owner of the three Mr. J’s locations in
town, rushed to South High Street to see the damage for
himself.
“It was shocking, really,” Jerlinski said. “I mean I got
here at 5 o’clock in the morning, and the fire department
had already been here for an hour, but you could still see
the flames.”
The investigation is ongoing after a fire destroyed four
businesses at the Rockingham Square Shopping Centre
early that Thursday.
“We are confident that this fire was set on purpose,”
said Capt. Arthur Miller, fire marshal of the Harrisonburg
Fire Department.
“I just don’t understand why somebody would do it,”
said Dee McDonough, the manager of the Mr. J’s, located
next to New China. “It’s just really frustrating, to take all of

Companies Converge on JMU
Job fair helps students seeking employment at school
By AIMEE HUYNH
contributing writer

As college expenses increase, so does the demand for jobs.
As many have seen in recent news reports,
the economy has been facing some rough times.
Finding a job has been especially difficult
for college students trying to pay off tuition
and books.
Apart from having money to pay for expenses, or just to have a little cash on the side,
students find that having a job has many other
benefits.
“[It] helps me manage my time better, and
I also get more things done,” junior Andrea
Virden said.

M

Food
artin’s

these peoples’ livelihoods is just devastating.”
Mr. J’s has been a prosperous, local business for 18
years. With its famous Chicken Charlie sandwich and
breakfast special, it’s easy to see why a line of hungry college students gathers in front of the register most weekend
mornings.
“Mr. J’s is the only place in this state that I can get some
decent Taylor ham,” said Alissa Martoglio, a New Jersey
native.
Mr. J’s has suffered a great deal of water and smoke
damage as a result of the fire, according to McDonough.
Though the yellow menu still sprawls above the register,
ash, soot, glass and debris cover the entire structure.
“We can’t believe that this happened,” McDonough
said.
McDonough has been the head manager at the South
High Street location for the past 13 years.
“[McDonough] worked full time as a manager here, so
she hasn’t lost her job,” Jerlinski said, “but she’s lost her
‘little home’ for at least five or six months. She has nowhere to
See ARSON, page 5

Running to Help

That is why the Student Work Experience
Center (SWEC) hosted a part-time job fair
Thursday in the Festival Ballroom. The fair had
on-and-off campus employers from around the
local area.
The SWEC “wanted to help be a resource for
students,” Shea Tussing, the student employment
manager, said. “It allows for them to have another way to find out about jobs around the area.”
The SWEC hosted a similar event a few
years ago, but this is the first part-time fair
since then. The gap was due to a change in
staff in the office.
Martin’s Food Stores and the Learning Resource Center were a couple of companies that
See JOBS, page 5

Stores

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

Junior Richard Barry wins the 5k Race for China Earthquake Victims
held Sunday by Alpha Tau Omega and the Asian Student Union. More
than a dozen competed in the event.
photo illustration by BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze
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ARSON: Motive for Rockingham
Square Shopping Centre Fire Unknown
Arson, from page 3

courtesy of ELIZABETH JERLINSKI

The blaze at Rockingham Square Shopping Centre had two county firefighting crews
respond three minutes after they received the call around 4 a.m. on the morning of
Sept. 11.

go, as far as a place to call her own. I mean she’s able
to work at the other stores, but she’s been here for 13
years, so to go to another store is kind of strange.”
Though Mr. J’s is fully covered by insurance, Jerlinski and McDonough both acknowledged that the
situation is still an inconvience and will be a timeconsuming project to rebuild.
New China, the family-owned Chinese restaurant that was initially broken into prior to the setting of the fire, is facing much of the same ordeal
as Mr. J’s.
“They had their whole family, all of their money
tied up,” McDonough said. “I believe they’ve been
here over 13 years, and they just remodeled it two
months ago…all new chairs, all new furniture, so
they’re devastated.”
The owners and employees of the New China
restaurant could not be reached for comment.
The fire department is teaming up with the Harrisonburg Police Department, the Virginia chapter
of the International Association of Arsenal Investigation and the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives in order to solve the
crime.
“It’s difficult right now to specify a motive because it would only be pure speculation,” Miller
said. “We assessed that the fire started in the public

area of the New China restaurant. We are not saying specifically where, or specifically how the fire
started.”
At this time Miller is unable to release any information regarding the possible suspect or suspects.
On Tuesday, Miller said the investigation team
sent unspecified items, mostly fire debris, to the
state forensics lab to be examined for things that
may have been added to the fire to make it start, or
accelerate its burn rate. He said no “tips” have been
offered as of yet, but he anticipates that Thursday’s
airing of this arson case on WHSV’s “Crime Solvers” program might result in some possible leads.
“What that means,” Miller said, “is there is a reward offered for people who have information regarding this fire.”
The Virginia International Association of Arsenal Investigation is offering an estimated $5,000
reward.
For now, the investigation will continue and
those directly affected by the destruction of this
fire will begin to rebuild.
“We’ll be back,” McDonough said. “We
might need to remodel a little bit, change some
things.”
“That’s a hell of a way to remodel,” she chuckled.

Want to write for The Breeze? Contact us at breezenews@gmail.com or call (540) 568-8041.

JOBS: Students Look for Way to Earn Extra Cash At Job Fair
Jobs, from page 3

participated in the fair. While some of the employers were looking for a few criteria in candidates for hire, most had no requirements at all
and offered training for many positions.
Jigger’s Bartending School offers classes to
not only teach students how to make drinks,
but also the history behind drinks as well as
procedures that are necessary to work at a bar.
Nick Rosser, instructor and recruiter, is currently a grad student at JMU.
“After taking the course, I got a job as a bartender at Firetop Bar & Grill,” he said. “I used
the money I earned to pay for my tuition.”
WHSV TV3, the Harrisonburg news station, said that “the positions we are offering
have in-house training,” Office Manager Meta
Frazenburg said.
All of the companies participating had great

interest in hiring JMU students.
want to help out with jobs and continue to be
College students “are a stable workforce be- involved in the community.”
cause I know that they are
Many students said
here all year,” said Thomthat, before coming to the
as Jorgenson, owner of
fair, they were having difThe Bradford Company,
ficulties finding a job that
a staffing services comwould accommodate with
pany. “College students
classes and extracurricular
also have a goal and are
activities. Junior Andrea
interested in going some
Virden said she was one of
place.”
those people.
Martin’s Food Stores
“I have gone to a few
— Nick rosser
also wanted to be more inrestaurants looking for a
JMU Graduate Student
volved with the JMU comjob, and have even checked
munity and its students.
on JMU’s joblink [Web
“[JMU] students voted
site],” she said.
us the no. 1 grocery store,”
During the two-and-asaid Heather Sinnett,
half hour time frame, many
Martin’s store employment associate. “Now we students came in and out of the ballroom, some

“

I used the money
I earned to pay
for my tuition.

”

in search of jobs and some out of curiosity. The
companies sat at tables, and tried to use big
signs, free giveaways, or simply talked loudly
to catch students’ attentions. Many students
were pleased with the layout of the employers
and the accessibility of information and applications.
“I definitely like the fact that they have applications here so we can fill them out now instead of later,” senior Jason Ruffner said. “The
people are nice, and the atmosphere is friendly.”
More than that, the job fair offers benefits
to students even after they leave JMU.
Having a job “gives students more experience and work skills that they can put onto
their resumés,” Tussing said. “It is especially
helpful for when they are no longer students,
and are looking for a full-time job.”
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Online Textbooks Could Cost More

Daily Californian, (UC-Berkeley)

Although students may be turning to ebooks to avoid rising textbook costs, a recent study co-sponsored by the California
Public Interest Research Group found that
digital textbooks may be more expensive
than their hard copy counterparts.
The report, titled “Course Correction:
How Digital Textbooks are Off Track and
How to Set Them Straight,” surveyed 509
students from Portland State University
and the City Colleges of Chicago, as well as
the 50 most commonly assigned titles from
college bookstores. The study, authored by
Nicole Allen, textbook advocate for the Student PIRGs, relies upon three criteria - affordability, printability and accessibility -to
evaluate digital textbooks.
The evaluation suggests that educational
institutions should move away from digital
and hard copy textbooks and toward open
textbooks. Open textbooks are materials directly uploaded online by professors in lieu
of being sold first to the publishing companies.
“We were really concerned that these
textbooks are not priced well enough and
they’re just so heavily restricted that students don’t actually want to use them,”
Allen said. “We wanted to make sure that

those textbooks are in fact the best digital
textbooks that there can be, and the report
articulated that.”
The study is part of a campaign that
centers on efforts to make textbooks more
affordable for students, said Jenn Engstrom,
CalPIRG’s chapter chair.
“Publishing companies are doing a lot
of sketchy stuff to get prices high and keep
them up,” Engstrom said. “It doesn’t work
on simple supply and demand, because
students have to purchase the textbook the
professor chooses and can’t go and buy a
cheaper textbook, so publishing companies
can really take advantage of that and inflate
prices.”
According to the report, the average etextbook costs the same amount as a new
hard copy bought and sold back to campus
bookstores, and 39 percent more than a
used hard copy bought and sold back online.
Open textbook programs allow students
better access to material, while lowering
costs for the student, according the report.
“What makes open books cheaper is
that the professor puts the information online instead of selling it to the publisher to
distribute it,” Engstrom said.
According to Bryce Johnson, a UC
Berkeley Haas School of Business alumnus

and CEO of CafeScribe, a digital textbook
provider, digital textbooks allow providers
to offer textbooks to students at a much
cheaper cost than hard copies.
The study, however, asserts that the cost
of printing the pages eventually causes the
accumulated price of the digital textbook
to be more than that of its hard copy counterpart.
Carlo de la Cruz, the ASUC academic
affairs vice president, had not reviewed the
report but said publishing companies are
keeping prices high for textbooks.
“If textbooks are being published year
after year, they come out with new editions
and many times these changes aren’t fundamental changes and they aren’t that important,” de la Cruz said.
Roughly 75 percent of students also
prefer traditional hard copies of textbooks,
the study reported.
UC Berkeley sophomore Thomas Pham
had access to an e-book online for his
Chemistry 1A course, but preferred hard
copies.
“I like the (hard) textbook,” Pham said.
“It feels like it’s actually there. I mean, the
e-book’s convenient - you don’t have to
carry around a textbook, but looking at the
screen all the time’s not comfortable and I
guess I’m just not used to it.”
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EDITORIAL

Victorious

DEFEATING APPALACHIAN STATE Saturday was not only big for the football program
but the university as a whole.
Forget that coach Mickey Matthews and the
team exorcised the fumble demon of 10 months
earlier and avenged last year’s first–round playoff loss to the Mountaineers. This game meant
much more.
In front of the largest crowd in the history of
Bridgeforth Stadium and, more importantly, in
the face of Madison’s past, present and future,
the Dukes showed the resolve and spirit that define the Purple and Gold.
After falling behind 21-0 at halftime, JMU
could have packed it in and conceded to the darlings of 1-AA college football. But with a thirdquarter spark — in the form of 5-foot-9 junior
Scotty McGee — the Dukes and the 17,163 in attendance quickly saw the electricity switch from
the visitors to the hosts.
The 33 football recruits and their families saw
more than a future in pads and a gold helmet.
They saw a student body and surrounding community rally behind its team and school even
when the game couldn’t have looked bleaker.
The average student in attendance saw the
passion not only of the players but also of fellow
students who screamed themselves hoarse for 60
minutes of play.
Countless alumni who returned to Harrisonburg from all over the country saw a team not
willing to let their alma mater down. They also
saw a reflection of themselves in the current student body — a memory of the fall afternoons
where they cheered on a rising football program.
After beating No. 3 UMass and No. 1 App
State, there’s a fair chance JMU will top the national rankings this week. And although only
a select few can call and execute the plays, the
Dukes would surely admit they could not have
done it without the fans.
Not everyone paints their faces, goes to every game and dissects each play like the fanatics,
but it was easy to see Saturday that when James
Madison University comes together, it really is
something to see.

DARTS

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed
on a space-available basis. Submissions creatively
depict a given situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth. Submit Darts & Pats
at thebreeze.org.

An “APP-STATE-LUTELY-NOT” dart.
From a hard-partying fifth-year senior who
wants to know if you really thought we would let
you win this time.
A “thanks-for-being-classy-and-fabulous”
pat to Michael Larrick, whose Breeze columns
never fail to make me giggle.
From a senior girl who, for the record, is tidy
and takes excellent notes.
A “thank-you-for-smiling” pat to all those
who have responded positively to my new hobby.
From the girl who blows bubbles wherever
she goes on campus.
A “breakfast-is-the-most-important-mealof-the-day” pat to guy walking on Port Republic
Road last Monday and eating a bowl of cereal.
From a very hungry senior girl who had not
eaten breakfast that morning.
An “it’s-never-over-’til-it’s-over” dart to
myself for leaving at halftime of the App State
game and having to receive text message updates from better fans than me.
From an upset super-senior who now knows
to never say “never.”
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POLICIES

GUEST COLUMN
PATRICK CALLAHAN, contributing writer

Your Time, Involvement Are
Crucial This Election Year

Nov. 7, 2004 — A dorm room full of
empty pizza boxes, dirty laundry, used Solo
Cups and three utterly depressed college
students. This was the scene in my freshman
dorm room for nearly a week after the 2004
election. I couldn’t bring myself to attend class
and was struck with an overwhelming sense of
hopelessness. Although most of you reading
this weren’t at JMU during the last election,
trust me, it was a sad time for supporters of
the Kerry-Edwards ticket here and at countless
other universities across the nation. Supporters of the Bush-Cheney ticket were overjoyed
at their narrow victory, and rightfully so.

“

Elections are won
and lost by those who
choose to devote their
time, their effort and
every fiber of their
mental capacity toward seeing that their
candidate wins.

”

However, it wasn’t the fact that my guys
had lost the election that kept me in that
dismal state for so long — it was the sobering
realization that I had not done my part to help
them win.
I was politically active; I had my views on
the major issues of the election and wasn’t shy
about sharing them with anyone who cared
to listen. But beyond that, I did nothing. That
day taught me a somber lesson about democracy and political involvement: Passivity and

indifference only result in sad faces on election night, regardless of what party is victorious.
Elections are won and lost by those who
choose to devote their time, their effort and
every fiber of their mental capacity
toward seeing that their candidate wins. And if, in the end,
those individuals are not
successful in their effort
— they can sleep at night
knowing that they gave
everything they had in
pursuit of that goal.
In this election the
stakes are higher, the
fundamental differences between the two parties are more profound
and the emotions behind
the platforms are stronger
than in any other election
in our relatively short lives. It is
therefore of the utmost importance
that we, the students of JMU and the young
people of America, make our voices heard like
never before. The political pundits and the
talking heads love to reproach our generation
for its lack of enthusiasm. They jokingly refer
to the “youth vote” as questionable and our
turnout as traditionally weak and undependable.
In this election, let us prove them wrong.
Groups from both parties, as well as
numerous nonpartisan groups, have been vigorously conducting voter registration drives
for months now. Voting is considered a vital
aspect of active citizenry and — contrary to
popular belief — as members of the Harrisonburg community we are entitled to vote here
as residents. With Virginia’s prominence in
the electoral math this year, we are presented
with a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to make

our voices heard on the national stage.
If you are already registered to vote in
Virginia or in any other state and would like
to vote here, in person, on Election Day, then
grab a form from one of the groups you’ll be
seeing on campus and register before
Oct. 6.
Our Student Government
Association is currently
working on a bill to give
students a break from
their academic schedule in order to vote
on Election Day. This
legislation deserves
the support not only
of our student body,
but also of our faculty.
If we are granted this
exception, it will be because the JMU community makes known their desire
to participate in the democratic
process. I have called for a voting
holiday numerous times in this newspaper
and again I repeat my plea: For what better
reason should we grant our citizens a break
from their workday than to take part in the
most vital aspect of our democracy?
Participation goes beyond registering.
Canvass, phone bank, register other voters
and add to the ongoing discussion of the
issues. If you don’t believe you have a good
grasp on the contrasts being drawn between
the parties, educate yourself.
Watch the debates. Ask questions. Above
all else, do everything in your power to ensure
that when you go to bed on Nov. 4, you sleep
peacefully knowing that whatever the outcome, you’ve done your part.

PASS vote with
ION

PATRICK CALLAHAN is a senior political science major.

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

She’s Got ‘Love’ for Sale
One girl’s quest for easy cash sets her
fellow women back centuries
Meet Natalie Dylan, a 22-year-old female
from San Diego, Calif. She’s a cute brunette who is
presumably intelligent, making it to the university
level of education. She has a mom and a sister,
loves long walks on the beach and, oh yeah, one
more thing — she’s auctioning off her virginity.
Also, Natalie Dylan is not
her real name. For privacy
reasons, she chose to go by a
pseudonym. However, once
you announce to the world
that you’re able and willing
to have sex for any sum of
money, your right to privacy
pretty much walks out the
door along with your dignity
and pants.
SARAH
In an effort to pay for
DELIA
her college education, as
well as the remaining debts
of her sister from her college experience, Dylan
is placing her “V” Card up on the bidding block
and she’s hoping that the highest bid will be $1
million. Yes that’s right boys, for the mere price of
$1 million you can help poor Natalie pay her way
through school, get her sister out of debt and set
back the female sex about 200 years.
Now Natalie sees little wrong with what she’s
doing, stating “I know exactly what he wants and
he knows exactly what I want. It’s a fair business
proposition.” So let’s recap: She’s having sex and
getting paid for it. Does Julia Roberts from “Pretty
Woman” ring a bell? It’s called prostitution — not a
business transaction and that is exactly the reason
eBay turned down her offer to be the auctioning
Web site.
But never fear! There are still wonderful people
in the world like Dennis Hof, owner of the Moonlite Bunny Ranch in Nevada, who has graciously
taken Natalie under his wing and insisted the Ranch
facilitate the whole process. Visiting the Ranch’s
site, you can meet all of the mostly naked bunnies
while making appointments to, eh, meet them.
And among the pictures you can click on is Natalie
Dylan herself. Although, if this whole auctioning
stunt is a one-time deal to get some cash for college,
I’m not sure why her face is featured with all of the
other, shall we say, ladies of the night.
Not surprisingly, Hof thinks what Natalie is
doing is “a tremendous idea,” asking “Why lose it
to some guy in the backseat of a Toyota when you
can pay for your education?” Well that’s true, if the
guy is driving a Toyota chances are he doesn’t have
a million bucks to shower you with. But maybe, just
maybe, the guy in the Toyota could be someone
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who cares for you, enjoys your company and, hell,
even loves you. More importantly, he wasn’t found
by some creepy 51-year-old who owns a “Bunny
Ranch” and thinks exploiting women is an OK
thing.
What’s more disturbing is that Natalie earned
her bachelor’s degree in women’s studies and finds
that this whole process is “empowering,” according to Rutgers University. They also report that she
wants to eventually gain a master’s in marriage and
family therapy. She’s not exactly the type of person
I’d want giving me advice pertaining to family issues.
What irks me most about this whole mess is the
time and effort she is spending at photo shoots, interviews and working with Hof. If she weren’t doing
all of those life-planning activities every day, she’d
have a lot of free time on her hands. And you know
what she could do with all of that free time (instead
of resorting to public prostitution and humiliating
women around the world)? Get a job.
SARAH DELIA is a senior English and art history
major and programming director at WXJM radio.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The Economic Jig is Up
Current events are a damning indictment — if not the death knell — of
contemporary conservative ideology.
Since Reagan, Republican leaders have
championed radical deregulation of our
financial markets. They have worked
ceaselessly to smash safeguards carefully crafted in response to the Great Depression. Fueled by short-sightedness
and greed, their actions have spawned
ever more abstract engines of monetary
manipulation and multiplication, such
as speculation.
The result has been the creation of
vast amounts of increasingly concentrated and illusory wealth. Behold our
nation’s new Gilded Age: The richest
one-percent holds more wealth than
the bottom 90-percent. Since Reagan,
the middle class — the backbone of
American democracy — has been under assault.
We must be vigilant, for the bad
seed of tyranny flourishes in the bleak
soil of crisis — especially economic
crisis. We must refuse to act against
our own best interests simply because
someone waves a flag or a Bible in our
faces (a tradition that goes back to the
Civil War). We must be wary of calls to
place our trust in big business, and we
must reject those who would “starve the
beast” when what they mean by that is
undermining a government for, by and
of the people.
Regarding the upcoming presidential election, the plain fact is that the
Republican candidate is part of the
problem, not an agent of change. (It is
cynical of Karl Rove to pretend otherwise.) John McCain has consistently
cast his vote for reckless market deregulation. And his until-recently economic
adviser, Phil Graham, was a major proponent of irresponsible mortgage lending deregulation. As one of the Keating
Five, McCain himself was at the center
of the U.S. savings and loan crisis, which
required a bailout of billions of taxpayer
dollars — a harbinger of things to come.
Of course McCain still supports Bush’s
risky plan to hand Social Security over
to Wall Street.
The American people deserve an
economy that is more than just a house
of cards, a pyramid scheme designed to
enrich a few at the expense of the many.
Come November, we must vote Obama
for genuine and necessary change.
Eric La Freniere
senior independent studies major

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 300 words, and
guest columns must be no more than 550 words to be considered for publication. The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar
and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and must include name, phone number,
major/year if author is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable), and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
THE BREEZE MSC 6805 G1, ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL HARRISONBURG, VA 22807 BREEZEOPINION@GMAIL.COM 540-568-3846
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Making His Mark on Harrisonburg
Tattoo >> Artist Practices Free-Hand Style

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

T.J., a tattoo artist, covers up Harrisonburg resident Jeff Self’s old tattoo with a new cross. T.J. began giving tattoos in the military and has been in Harrisonburg for 18 years.

By JESS GODBY
contributing writer

James August Warsing, known as T.J. (Tattoo Jim) of T.J.’s Dermagraphics, is an extraordinary artist who generates his art in free-handed
form.
As he says in his book, “Stranger Than Fiction,”
“Even a 7-year-old could do a tattoo from a prestamped stencil. What makes art worth having is
the originality of the person creating the design
and holding it up to the judgment of the marketplace.”
T.J.’s attitude and creative talents are what has
drawn more than 30,000 people to his shop to get
a custom tattoo. In addition to his original tattoos,

T.J. creates other artwork with marble, granite,
wood and glass. He welcomes any design thrown
at him and doesn’t prefer any type of tattoo over
the others. You name it; he does it.
T.J. started tattooing 34 years ago when he was
in the military. After helping out another soldier
by fixing his leaky roof, the man in return taught
him the art of tattooing. While it was prohibited
to tattoo the other men, the military eventually let
him perform his tattooing as long as he used the
tools they provided.
“Something forced me into it,” T.J. said. “I
wanted to learn this craft.”
When T.J. came to Harrisonburg a little more
than 18 years ago, he noticed that there were no
shops like his own in the area. He opened T.J.’s Der-

magraphics right next to Court Square in 1989.
People come from all over to get a unique tattoo from T.J.
“I like this because someone can say ‘I got this
custom;’ it is true artistry,” T.J. said of his freehanded artwork. “I try to put a realistic look to it.”
T.J. has also started the Jaws Foundation, a
nonprofit organization that supports artists by displaying their work in his shop and helping them
receive recognition. In addition to this, he teaches
three local individuals the trade.
“I teach them to understand the true designing
of doing a tattoo,” T.J. said. “I have them practice
on honey dews first so they can understand the
depth and get the feel of doing it.”
T.J. lived in Melbourne, Australia for a time and

his long-term goal is to move back. He wants to
continue to teach students and host events and to
continue to create art. At the moment, he is working on a glass memorial to the late Steve Irwin, the
risk-taking “Crocodile Hunter.” He plans on presenting this as a gift to Irwin’s family in the future.
Designs of T.J.’s range from celebrities like Tiger Woods and Ronald Reagan to monuments of
the Duke Dog and a memorial to the space shuttle
Columbia astronauts. He has just finished a memorial for Virginia Tech in honor of the slain students, which reads, “Virginia Tech: The Hokies…
We will never forget our loved ones.” A few times a
year he comes to JMU to talk about being a tattoo
See TATTOO, page 10

September’s New and Necessary Media Items
By JAKE PERRONE
contributing writer

What It Is

Gadget:
120GB Zune;
Microsoft; $249.99

What It Looks Like
music
videos
pictures
social
radio
podcasts

What It’s About

What We Like

What We Don’t Like

The Microsoft Zune tries to
reinvent itself as it stands in the
shadow of Apple’s iPod with a
bigger internal hard drive.

The 120 GB Zune comes prepacked with a new firmware
update that allows the Zune to
play games, identify songs on
the radio for later purchase and
access the Zune marketplace
anytime for free via WiFi.

….however, all of these
features are also available
for free update onto your
older Zune, which begs the
question if you really even
need to upgrade in the first
place.

From the author of “Thank You
for Smoking,” “Supreme Courtship” is a story of a lame-duck
president who appoints a Judge
Judy-esque television judge to the
highest court in the land.

This parody of “The West Wing”
is hilarious, and the fictional
president’s solution to all of
America’s problems is to “Send
in the [USS] Nimitz!”

Buckley’s books all seem to
follow the same predictable
formula: a ridiculous political ploy, dry-wit and a scandalous love affair thrown in
for good measure. This one
is no exception.

Fresh in time for the approaching holiday season, Apple is
hoping to find a pot of gold at
the end of its rainbow of new,
vibrant iPod nanos.

Want to watch your video in
wide screen? Simply rotate the
nano 90 degrees. Sick of the
song your listening too? Give
it a little shake and it will literally shuffle you to the next one.
Neat.

Is a fresh coat of paint
worth shelling out another
$200? If you’ve lived under
a rock for the past five
years, then I suppose this
isn’t a terrible product to
start with.

The Wachowski Brothers return
from the epic “Matrix” series and
the political thriller “V for Vendetta” for a spot of lighter fare: the
revival of a classic 1960s anime
classic.

High impact, vibrant racing
sequences with a sweet-enough
color palette to give your eye
sockets diabetes. Plus, John
Goodman fighting ninjas. Need I
say more?

The obnoxious asides with
Speed’s little brother and
his primate friend ChimChim remind you that you’re
watching a kid’s movie
every step of the way.

ZUNE

Book:
“Supreme Courtship”
by Christopher
Buckley; Twelve
Publishing; $24.99

Gadget:
16 GB iPod Nano;
Apple; $199

DVD:
Speed Racer;
Warner Brothers;
$14.99
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CALLING ALL
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
The position for
Photo Editor is open.
Contact:
breezeeditor@gmail.com

TATTOO: Artist
With Unique Talent
Tattoo, from page 9
artist and gives advice to aspiring individuals, as well as displays his glass and marble art on campus.
In describing what he loved best about his work, he said
“Honestly, I really enjoy the art. I am just so happy that the
universe has given me this talent.”
On Sept. 27, he can be seen at “Rock for R.A.K.” (Random
Acts of Kindness)” — a weeklong benefit event to raise money
for local organizations — held in Wilson Hall. You can visit
T.J.’s Dermagraphics at its location on Elizabeth Street. Be sure
to check out T.J.’s book, “Stranger Than Fiction” or take a look at
his organization’s Web site at jawsfoundation.org.

It’s not too late!

Reserve a
place on our

OCTOBER THEME
PAGE
5.5” x 3.5” ad only $99

plus FREE Spot Orange
reservation date : Monday October 13th

Editor: Matthew McGovern
Assistant Editor: Wes Shaw
breezesports@gmail.com
(540) 568-6709

SPORTS

If you want unique access to Madison
players, coaches and press conferences,
e-mail breezesports@gmail.com for
information about writing opportunities.
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Revenge is Swift

photos by CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

ABOVE: Madison quarterback Rodney Landers runs for a 62-yard touchdown on JMU’s first offensive play of the second half. Landers rushed 20 times for 113 yards against App State, while
completing 7 of 13 passes for 96 yards, a touchdown and two interceptions. BELOW: JMU junior safety Gerren Griffin recovered a key fumble in the fourth quarter with Madison up 28-24.

It only took two plays, 2:17 to bring JMU
within seven after 21-point halftime deficit
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

JMU coach Mickey Matthews wouldn’t say exactly
what he told his team at halftime in Saturday’s 35-32
win over Appalachian State. Whatever it was, though,
worked like a charm, and the fans who remained at
Bridgeforth Stadium were rewarded quite nicely for
their loyalty.

The Dukes were behind App State 21-0 at halftime, getting dominated in every aspect of the game.
Nearly all of the 17,163 fans in attendance, however,
stayed to see how the second half would play out.
The rest, of course, is history, as the only time the
stands emptied was when time expired and the fans
stormed the field.
“We tried our best to run [the fans] out of there
in the first half,” quarterback Rodney Landers said
jokingly after the game.
Saturday’s attendance was the largest in JMU history, barely eclipsing the mark set in 2004 against
Delaware. Fans lined the fences and the aisles of
Bridgeforth, hoping to see their Dukes knock off the
No. 1 team in the country.
“That’s sad, because we could have had 40,000
people here if we had a big enough stadium,” Matthews said.
Madison’s fans did their best to keep JMU in
the game, even as their team fell behind early. The
crowd played a vital role in keeping the Dukes’
spirits and energy high.
When asked if the fans helped in
Madison’s comeback, senior cornerback
See FANS, page 13

JMU coach Mickey Matthews came out on the winning end of Saturday’s thriller, unlike last year in
Boone, N.C., when Madison lost 28-27 to the Mountaineers in the first round of the NCAA playoffs.

Header Keys Win
Maykoski’s goal in
22nd minute thwarts
PSU on national TV
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

When JMU beat No. 17 Penn State University 1-0 Thursday night, the 1,849 people in attendance and millions of potential
viewers nationwide probably thought they
had witnessed an upset of Goliath proportions. Madison believed otherwise.
After losing 1-0 to PSU at State College
last year, the Dukes entered this match hungry for revenge, confident they were facing
a beatable opponent.
“The soccer world is going to call this an
upset,” JMU coach Dave Lombardo said. “I
don’t think we upset them. I think we were
better than they were. We played our ‘A’

game today.”
The crowd was by far the largest in Madison history, surpassing the old mark of 810
by more than 1,000 people. That, along with
a goal from senior defender Teri Maykoski in the game’s 22nd minute, helped the
Dukes extend their home winning streak to
19 games.
“It was awesome hearing everybody
chanting and seeing the stands full for once,”
said sophomore midfielder Teresa Rynier,
who assisted the Dukes’ lone goal.
Much of the JMU athletic community
was in attendance Thursday night, including many members of the men’s soccer and
basketball teams, women’s swimming coach
Samantha Smith and women’s basketball
coach Kenny Brooks.
Brooks came with his wife and three
daughters, each of whom play youth soccer. He was excited to see women’s athletics
draw such a large crowd and receive a high
level of publicity, locally and nationally.
See SOCCER, page 14

CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

Madison forward Cate Tisinger drives against Penn State on Thursday, in front of a record crowd of 1,849.
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FANS: Big Second Half Comeback Rewards Loyal JMU Fans
Fans, from page 11

Darrieus Ramsey responded. “When we came back
out and we saw the bleachers still full of purple,
that just tells you a lot about our fans in general
and what they think about us.”
Landers said he was “truly grateful” that the
fans “stuck with us and stayed behind us. I guess
we didn’t disappoint in the second half.”
That may be the understatement of the year.
The only fans who left Saturday’s game disappointed were the ones who traveled 300 miles to be here,
wearing yellow and black.
Despite the storybook ending, Matthews said
he was disappointed that his team started the game
the way it did, especially in front of such a large
crowd.

“I was a little upset,” he said. “I was embarrassed for all of us, the whole JMU nation. To
go out and play like that just
wasn’t indicative of our football program.”
Some of those in attendance considered leaving in the
second half if the gap between
App State and JMU continued
to widen, including graduate
student Ryan Cornett. Cornett
told himself at halftime that he
would stay for one JMU possession, leaving if the Dukes McGee
again failed to score.
“We still had a little bit of belief,” he said. “We

said, ‘If they score a touchdown, get a field goal,
score points, we’re gonna stay.’”
It didn’t take long for Cornett’s fate to be decided, as junior cornerback Scotty McGee took the
opening kick of the second half back 99 yards to
get the Dukes on the board.
Chants of “Scotty, Scotty, Scotty” filled the
JMU student section whenever he had an opportunity to return a kick. App State was booed when
they smartened up and refrained from kicking
to the speedy 5-foot-9 returner from Virginia
Beach.
McGee, however, said he couldn’t hear the
chants on the field.
“I never heard any of that, unfortunately,” he
said. “I was just so focused on the game.”

The Dukes heard the fans loud and clear, however, when hundreds of them poured onto the field
at the end of the game.
“I had no clue that they were gonna rush us like
that,” Ramsey said. “I was in the middle of them
and I couldn’t even breathe, honestly. It was a great
feeling.”
It was the first time Zane Showker Field was
invaded by students since the National Championship season of 2004.
Good omen? You decide.
“That may be the top game in history,” Matthews said. “You take two teams playing that close,
kids playing that hard, you throw in a comeback
like that. That was one of the great games I’ve ever
seen. I’m not sure there was a loser tonight.”

Monuments Will Move, but 86 Years of Memories Will Not
By David Ulin (Commentary)
Los Angeles Times

NEW YORK —Here’s what I’ll miss most about
going to Yankee Stadium: the little slice of right
field you see from the 4 train just after it rises out
of the tunnel and onto the elevated tracks. It’s like
a quick taste, an appetizer— one fast flash of grass
and then it’s gone. I’ve been marking my visits here
by that tiny vista ever since I first started riding the
subway to the ballpark in the 1970s; before that, I
don’t remember how we got there, just that we did.
I went to my first game at Yankee Stadium on
Sept. 20, 1968— a Friday night, Yankees-Red Sox.
I was 7 years old. My father, 32 at the time, took
me, and we sat on the first base side, mezzanine
level, and saw Boston win, 4-3.
Other than the score, it was an almost perfect
evening, one I remember vividly.
Carl Yastrzemski went deep for the Red Sox;
the Yankees’ Bill Robinson hit an inside-the-park
homer (still the only one I’ve seen live) and Mickey Mantle hit his final major league home run.

My memories are so sharp that, at one point, I
began to doubt them; recollection usually doesn’t
remain that clear. Eventually, I looked up the box
score of the game and discovered that it had happened just as I’d recalled it, that the experience
really had been etched that deep.
Forty years later, I’m visiting the Stadium for
the last time, on the first night of the old ballpark’s
final homestand, which concluded Sunday. Next
season, the Yankees will move to an all-new Yankee
Stadium across the street, designed to look like the
original before it was renovated in the mid-1970s,
although every true fan understands this is a sham.
The new stadium is a money grab, an attempt
to cash in on the revenue potential of luxury
boxes and boutique shopping, the distractions
that have come to define the new face of baseball as a corporate game. The Steinbrenners can
talk about tradition all they want, but the only
tradition served here is the age-old one of “to the
victors go the spoils.”
The irony is that the Yankees aren’t victors any
longer; for the first time in 15 years, they aren’t

even in contention, mired in fourth place in the
American League East and playing out the string.
And yet, here I am, on another Friday night,
on my way to a Yankee game with my father, just
like when I was a kid. It has been raining since
about 3 p.m., but we’ve decided to come anyway,
walking to the subway, going four stops north to
the Stadium, a route I know so well I can anticipate every curve of track as the train crosses from
Manhattan into the Bronx.
I’ve made this journey hundreds of times,
good seasons and bad, night games and weekday
afternoons.
I’ve been to bat day, ball day, helmet day, sat
in the bleachers and taunted opposing players,
chanted and screamed and high-fived with people
I’d probably never otherwise talk to, listened to
old-timers talk about Joe DiMaggio’s grace as a
center fielder, Yogi Berra’s ability to hit bad balls.
This is the cliche about baseball, that it’s a fabric, woven equally from experience and myth.
It’s an interesting dynamic, fanhood, in which
memories and anecdotes become a way of fit-

ting yourself into something larger, identifying
through the filter of a team.
Above right-center field, the Jumbotron shows
a succession of great Yankee Stadium moments—
Mickey Mantle Day; Babe Ruth’s farewell; Lou
Gehrig’s iconic mantra, “Today, I consider myself
the luckiest man on the face of the Earth,” booming out through the PA system one last time.
This is ancient history, as Yankee Stadium
itself will shortly be.
There’s a throughline here, and it has little to
do with official Yankees history.
After an hour and a half, my father turns to
me and gently suggests that it is time to go. He’s
72 and I am 47, but briefly, it’s as if we’ve been
telescoped to that young man and boy we were
the first time I ever came here, 40 years ago.
I nod, a bit reluctant, and on our way out of
the Stadium, stare hard at everything, as if to fix it
in my mind.
But it is only when we are back on the subway, and
I see that flash of green for the last time, briefly catching, that it truly hits me that this has been goodbye.

HARRISONBURG’S PREMIER GOLF CLUB
OFFERS YOU EXCLUSIVE STUDENT RATES!

SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP PRICES
From now until December 31 - $199
From now until May 31 - $349

$20 Greens Fee for 18 Holes
$15 Greens Fee for 9 Holes
4101 Shen Lake Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone: (540) 434-8937 / Fax: (540) 432-1936
www.lakeviewgolf.net
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JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt.
Thursday, September 25th at 1:50 p.m.
In Front of Wilson Hall AGAIN!
Still do not have your FREE T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown
75 Court Square next to Bank of America and www.mchonejewelry.com

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
14K White Gold 1.33Cts Diamond Ring
Oval Cut Center 1.00cts SI2 H

This Week $3200

UPSET: Dukes Top No.1 App State
Upset, from front

While Edwards completed just 11 of 19 passing attempts for 142 yards and a first-half touchdown in the game, his skills were evident. With
6:32 left in the second quarter, he showcased
them by drifting left and passing in the opposite
direction — sending an 11-yard laser to receiver
Josh Johnson, through the outstretched arms of
JMU senior free safety Marcus Haywood for App
State’s second touchdown and a 14-0 lead.
But the Dukes stifled Edwards in the second
half, notching two of three sacks in the final 30 minutes and forcing him out of bounds at other times.
Madison’s star quarterback threw his only
touchdown of the game with 5:35 left in the third
quarter, a 35-yard completion to sophomore tailback Griff Yancey that cut App State’s lead to 2421. Landers faked a handoff to redshirt freshman
receiver Kerby Long — who ran for 18 yards on
the previous play — and passed to a wide open
Yancey running down the right half of the field
with no defenders in front of him.
Landers finished the game 7-of-13 for 96
yards, with two interceptions to go along with
JMU’s third score. He also had 20 rushes for 113
yards and two touchdowns, after accumulating
only five yards rushing in the first half.
“I thought the first half was a field position
nightmare for us,” JMU coach Mickey Matthews
said. “And some of it was just the bounce of the
ball, and some of it was our own doing.”
When the Dukes needed a spark, they turned
to McGee. When they needed an encore, Landers provided it with a fist pump as he ran into

SOCCER: JMU Stuns PSU, Wins 1-0
Soccer, from page 11

*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

the end zone. And when the Dukes called the goahead play, it was Eugene Holloman’s turn.
Landers tossed the ball to the senior tailback on
second-and-goal from the App State four-yard line,
as Holloman scampered into the left corner of the
endzone for a 28-24 lead with 10:48 left in the game.
Appalachian State drove down to the JMU
24-yard line on its next drive, but tailback Robert Welton fumbled as he was dragged down
by Madison defenders Jamie Veney and Gerren
Griffin. Holloman’s 47-yard burst to the App
State 14-yard line on JMU’s ensuing drive set up
a Landers one-yard touchdown rush, giving JMU
a 35-24 lead with 2:31 remaining.
Appalachian State scored a touchdown with
1:42 left and added a two-point conversion to
make it 35-32, but ultimately a trick play in the
fourth quarter put Mountaineer comeback hopes
to rest. On fourth down, with 12 seconds left,
Landers pooch-punted the ball. JMU offensive
players surrounded the ball as it rolled to a stop,
but not before the clock expired and hundreds of
fans rushed the field.
But the Dukes may meet the Mountaineers
yet again this season. If both teams are selected to
the 16-team playoff field, and one or both doesn’t
get a top-four seed, JMU and App State are likely
to face off again in the first round of the NCAA
playoffs because of their geographic proximity.
The host of that hypothetical game would
depend on how the two schools handle their
conference schedules. Madison travels to Maine
(2-2, 0-1) on Saturday, in a 6 p.m. meeting with
its CAA North Division foe.

level of publicity, locally and nationally.
“I think [tonight’s game] can bring a lot of
coverage not only to women’s soccer but women’s
sports in general,” Brooks said. “Little girls can
watch this and see they can aspire to be whatever
they want to be.
“Its great to bring in fans to watch this game
to let them know that women are great athletes. If
people can see that and get a greater appreciation
for that, it helps everybody.”
Lombardo hopes a win over a top-25 team
in front of millions of television viewers will put
JMU in the conversation with other successful
programs from powerhouse conferences.
The recruiting boost it could provide to Lombardo’s program is also vital.
“It’s huge,” JMU’s 19th-year coach said. “I
think a lot of times BCS schools get the nod that
‘oh, they play in the Big East or the Big 10’ or
whatever it is and JMU plays in the CAA. I think
we showed [our recruits] that not only can we
beat a good team, we can dominate a good team.
This is putting us back on the map I hope.”
JMU scored its lone goal of the match off the

head of the Fairfax native Maykoski.
Rynier sent a corner to the back post and
Maykoski was able to get to the ball before anyone else, heading it past PSU goalkeeper Katie
Schoepfer and into the net.
The crowd erupted into a frenzy and the
Dukes never looked back, coming out of the following kickoff with energy and a sense of urgency
one would expect to see from the losing side.
“You always want to be the first one to score
in a game because your momentum is up,” Rynier
said. “It was up when we scored and we wanted to
get after another one.”
The Dukes played Virginia Tech late last
night in Blacksburg, completing their span of
three straight games with top-conference teams.
They tied West Virginia 1-1 last Sunday in Morgantown.
Colonial Athletic Association play begins at
home Friday against George Mason.
“Winning this game is great for our confidence heading into conference play,” Maykoski
said. “Hopefully we just keep it rolling into conference play, win the conference and just keep going from there.”
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HOUSE FURNISHED
Massanutten furnished–Nice 3 BR
2 BA w/ loft. Avail Sept 1-Dec 25.
A/C. All appliances. Cable internet.
No smoking. $900/mo plus util. Call
Chris Whitelock/Massanutten Realty
820-4492
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JIU-JITSU Over 32 years experience!
www.harrisonburgdojo.com Jiu-Jitsu,
Judo, Aikido and Karate-jitsu as a full
system. Very unique! (540) 433-7300

Questions? Call 568-6127

AWESOME POSTERS, unique t-shirts
and more. Chiskers.com
VETERINARY CARE Welcome back
students and faculty! Our veterinary
team is ready to help your pets through
their new transition. Full service small
animal care and emergencies. Visit us at
our Website. Massanutten Animal Clinic
(540) 434-2364
SHEN DAO CLINIC, LLC
Specializing in Acupuncture, TuiNa
Massage, Chinese Herbs, Qi Gong,
CranioSacral Therapy, and Chinese
Martial Arts. Student discounts
available. Call for an appointment today.
(540) 421-5671

2 BEDROOM HOUSE Great location,
next to campus, new kitchen with all
appliances, full-size W/ D, no pets,
$810 (540) 433-1569
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT Great location, W/ D,
AC, Available immediately, No pets,
$545, www.dogwoodcommons.com
(540) 433-1569
2 SMALL BEDROOMS, available
august 1st, no pets, 828-0464

!BARTENDING! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212
JIGGERSBARTENDINGSCHOOL.
COM HIRING INSTRUCTORS &
SALES REPS, CLASSES STARTING
SOON (540) 560-7971
COLLEGE STUDENTS: We pay up to
$25 per survey. It’s 100% free. www.
GetPaidToThink.com
PAINTER experienced; to paint house
exterior; your hours. (540) 568-3068
HANDY MAN Family business
is seeking a Part Time/ Full Time
maintenance person with experience
in painting and general handy man
duties. Driver’s License a Must (540)
433-1833

SPRING BREAK 09
Discounts
Free Travel
Free Meals
www.sunsplashtours.com
1800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK 2009. Sell Trips,
Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for Group
Discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed! Best
Parties! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com
STUDENT CITY SPRING BREAK
TRIP My name is Andy Kiepe and
I am a student here at JMU. I am
setting up trips for Spring Break with
STUDENTCITY. COM and am trying
to ﬁnd people who want to go on
vacation. If you, your friends, or your
organization are going on Spring Break
please go to: http:// www.studentcity.
com/?RRC=7039012259 to ﬁnd out
more information about experiencing
the best 7 days of your life! (703) 9012259

This Space Could Be Yours. Advertise.
540.568.6127

Serving James Madison University Since 1922

Over 17,000 students and
their families
looking for places to go
and things to do.
Advertise Now.
(540) 568 - 6127 (phone)
(540) 568 - 7889 (fax)
the_breeze @ jmu.edu (email)

Deadline: September 25th
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The Breeze’s annual Apartment Guide is a resource for students who are anticipating living arrangements for the 2009-2010 school year. The supplement
supplies students with information about on-campus housing, off-campus
houses and apartment complexes, and all that comes along with the responsibilities of living on your own.

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community.
The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights.
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New Housing Appeals to Students
Off-campus growth leads to additional living opportunities in Harrisonburg

North 38
By RACHEL CHEMERYNSKI
contributing writer

North 38, located off exit 247B
on Meridian Circle started leasing
rooms on Aug. 16. With 3-bedroom
and 4-bedroom apartments suited
with black leather furniture and
brand new appliances, North 38
provides spacious living opportunities to fit one’s individual needs.
Blakely Bosket, 20-year-old JMU
junior, said that North 38 is the ideal
spot for a college student, and that

Quick
Facts:

she jumped at the opportunity to
live there.
“They put a sign on my car at the beginning of the year saying ‘we need
leasing agents,’ and from the moment
I saw it I knew I wanted to live there
as well,” Bosket said, now an employee and resident of North 38.
The clubhouse is one of the factors which sets North 38 apart from
other apartment complexes, Bosket
said. Each tenant is given an electronic access key to the clubhouse,
which contains a 24-hour fitness
center and tanning facility, game
room, arcade room, coffee area and
lounge with a 75-inch plasma TV.
“We plan on holding move nights

and game nights to host JMU’s big
football games,” Bosket said.
While the club house is one of the
top features, the outside area adds
to North 38’s luxurious setup. With
a resort-style pool with a fountain,
8-person spa, and surrounding
lounge chairs, one may mistake
North 38 for a tropical resort.
Lauren Kotak, a 20-year-old junior,
signed her lease for next year because she said she was drawn in by
the deluxe features.
“I’m so used to living in an old
apartment where everything’s gross,

North 38 is located off exit 247B, off East Market Street on Meridian Circle.
4 bedroom, Furnished: $505; Unfurnished: $485
3 bedroom Furnished: $535; Unfurnished: $515
Utilities included

See NORTH, page 14

Some Cool Features:
24-hour computer labs
Resort-style pool
Outdoor gazebo
Barbecue grills

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

North 38 began signing leases in August. Its amenities
include a pool with fountain, spa and 24-hour fitness center.

Charleston Townes

Copper Beech

Charleston Townes, which started its leasing
in March, is conveniently located across from
Gold’s Gym, and is only 2 blocks from JMU’s
ISAT building.
Kemper Funkhouser, a 28-year-old grad
student and director of Marketing and Development, said that the Charleston houses are definitely not like any other college
housing units. With granite counter tops,
all new appliances, and flat glass stoves, “it’s
really made for high end, luxurious living,”
Funkhouser said.
The 2,100 square feet of Charleston Townes
provides a spacious living opportunity for
college students, and each 4-bedroom home
has 3 floors, providing the tenants with their
own rooms.
Currently there are 29 homes available, but
Funkhouser said it’s a three year phase and
that they expect a total of 90 homes next year,
and the number will keep going up.

NICKI METCALF/The Breeze

Copper Beech Townhome Communities, located off
Route 33 and Reservoir Street on Stonewall Drive,
provides a different kind of living opportunity for
college students. It is located apart from other JMU
apartments, but close enough to campus as well.
The club house includes tanning beds, a fitness
center and pool that are open during office hours.
Heath Cline, a 20-year-old JMU senior who works
and lives at Copper Beech, said that he is loving his
experience so far. He said the roomy one-to-four
bedroom apartments is what sets Copper Beech
apart from all the other apartment complexes.
Also, because of its location, Copper Beech is much
quieter than the typical party hot spots near JMU,
Cline said.
However, the fact that it was just built in May is
what makes Copper Beech appealing.
“I really love how it’s brand new, everything looks
and feels new, and the furniture beats any other
apartment units I’ve seen by far,” Cline said.

Quick
Facts:
Copper Beech Townhome
Communities is located off
Route 33 and Reservoir
Street on Stonewall Drive.
Rent: Includes cable, internet
and trash removal and
ranges from $470 to $695
Some Cool Features:
Fitness Center
Tanning Beds

See CHARLESTON, page 14
AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

Quick
Facts:

Charleston Townes is located across from
Gold’s gym, 2 blocks away from ISAT
$525 for interior home, $535 for exterior home
Some Cool Features: Walk-in closets,
surround sound, new clubhouse
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Fast Facts About Popular Off-Campus Housing
Check out how monthly rates, location, size and utilities vary by complex
Ashby Crossing

The Commons

Monthly Rent: $395-$405

Rent: $380-$400

Utilities Included: individual phone
lines, water and sewer, Ethernet/
Internet connection, cable TV, trash
removal

Utilities Included: Internet, cable
and telephone service, water and
sewer, trash removal

Distance From Campus: 1.5 miles

Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms,
2 Bathrooms

Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms
NICKI METCALF/The Breeze

Distance From Campus: 1.4 miles

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

Foxhill Townhomes

The Mill

Rent: Starting at $355

Rent: $360-$375

Utilities Included: electricity, Internet, cable and telephone service

Utilities Included: Ethernet, cable,
waste removal, water and sewer

Distance From Campus: 1.7 miles

Distance From Campus: 0.8 miles

Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms

Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

DAVID LONNQUEST/The Breeze

Pheasant Run

Southview

Rent: $340-$360

Rent: $430-$440

Utilities Included: electricity,
Internet, cable and telephone service, trash removal

Utilities Included: All utilities
included

Distance From Campus: 1.4 miles
Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
JESSICA DODDS/The Breeze

Distance From Campus: 2 miles
Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze
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Squire Hill

Stonegate

Rent: $640-$1,050

Rent: $440-$450

Utilities Included: electricity, cable,
Internet

Utilities Included: All utilities
included

Distance From Campus: 1.5 miles

Distance From Campus: 2.5 miles
Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 4.5 Bathrooms

Bed/Bath: 1 Bedroom/1 Bathroom, 2 Bedroom/1.5 Bathroom, 3
Bedroom/1.5 Bathroom
DAVID LONNQUEST/The Breeze

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

Sunchase
Rent: $445-$485
Utilities Included: trash removal, water and sewer
Distance From Campus: 3.1
miles
Bed/Bath: 4 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

It’s not too late!

Reserve a
place on our

OCTOBER THEME
PAGE
5.5” x 3.5” ad only $99
plus FREE Spot Orange
reservation date : Monday October 13th
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Protecting Possessions From Possible Damage
Students consider pros and cons of renter’s insurance
By JACQUELINE QUATTROCCHI
The Breeze

What if a group of intoxicated partiers
from down the street smashed a window in
your house? What if your apartment was
broken into and your computer stolen? Or
if your townhouse was struck by lightning
and caught fire? Can you pay was the damage?
If you have renter’s insurance, then you
won’t have to pay a single penny to repair
and replace any property or possessions.
For roughly $100 a year, you’re covered.
“Anyone who rents really needs it,” said
Denise Click, a customer service agent for
LD & B insurance. In addition to covering

thefts and damage, she said it covers personal liability, so if someone visited your
house and broke his or her leg the insurance
holder would not be sued.
Tracy Helmick, a spokeswoman from
State Farm Insurance had similar comments.
“It covers everything from your toothpaste to your clothes to your computers, everything you own, worldwide, everywhere
you go,” she said. So, even, if you’re studying
abroad and something happens to you overseas, your insurance still covers you.
However, most students are uncovered.
Click said that among students it’s “not very
popular” and that they cover between 50
and 100 students a year.
“Most of them don’t want to put out the

money to pay,” she said. “That and a lot of
them move throughout the year and they
don’t keep up with it.” She also said some
students are already covered under their
parent’s homeowner policies.
Senior Molly Mueller, who lives in
Stonegate Apartments, said she was familiar with renter’s insurance but chose not to
have it. “It’s another thing I would have to
pay for,” she said.
Senior Harry Bach said he had never
heard of renter’s insurance. But after a quick
overview he said he wouldn’t be interested
in paying for it.
However, some students, like senior Briana Carper, decided that the protection was
worth the extra dollars. “I decided to get it

last year when two of my friends apartments
got broken into and they got their computers stolen,” Carper said.
Carper is insured through USAA Insurance and said that her payments were about
$100 a year.
“It should be more popular because
you never know,” said Helmick. She said
that after several thefts in student housing
last year, there was a slight increase in interested students, but now people no longer
seem concerned. “When it’s in [students’]
mind[s] they’ll think about it, when it’s not
they won’t.”
It’s certainly something to think about
as winter approaches, meaning hail and frozen pipes.

Houses Vs. Apartments
Choosing the right living situation
is an important decision
By SARAH MEAD
contributing writer

CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

Houses on West View Street and
other areas of Harrisonburg provide
another option for off-campus living.

Signing up for housing in October? The majority of students choose to live off-campus after
freshman year, and there are many housing options to choose from. Leaving dorm life behind
means taking several factors into consideration,
including what monthly rates one is willing to
spend, what amenities are preferred and how
much cleaning and decorating is required. However, the main choice students must make is
whether they would like to live in an apartment,
townhouse or house.
Apartments are a popular option for students,
and complexes are sprawled out in close vicinity to
campus. They also require less care than a house.
“There is less to clean and no yard to maintain
and there is a gym just a parking lot away,” Sunchase resident Jenny Hunter.
A great amenity that most apartments provide
is maintenance at your service through a simple request through the Web site. However, a downside
to consider is that there is less privacy and space for
students to study or relax on their own.
For those who are caught between the options
of house or apartments, there is the happy medium
of living in a townhouse. In a townhouse you get

the benefits of complex-type living, but also get the
extra space of two living-room-type areas. However,
there is more space that needs to be cleaned, and being separated by floors can sometimes cause a more
isolated feeling for roommates. The Hunter’s Ridge
Townhomes are privately owned and can be rented
upon an individual-rate basis. Pheasant Run Townhomes are another choice for townhome living.
Many students can’t wait to have a house to call
their own, or at least a part their own, with a few
fun roommates.
Junior Laura Morgan lives in a house with four
other girls and enjoys the spacious accommodations.
“Having your own space, there is more privacy
because it is bigger. Also, the size allows us to have
more room when we have guests over,” Morgan
said.
This extra space may come in handy for a student seeking peace and quiet for a study session
or just a great nap. However, this space does entail
having to spend more time vacuuming and mopping floors. Rent is on an individual-rate basis, and
many repairs are made through the landlord.
For more information on any of the housing
choices, the Center for Off-Campus Housing is
located in Taylor Hall and can be reached at (540)
568-6071.

ROBERT BOAG/contributing writer

Roosevelt Square is one of the
many apartment complexes
that students can choose.
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CHARLESTON: A Quick Walk From ISAT
Charleston, from page 3

There will be a clubhouse opening
in the spring as well, which will have
a pool, fitness center, and basketball
and volleyball courts.
“If you sign your lease now, you
get a free 42 inch plasma screen TV,”
Funkhouser said.
The people who built the homes
definitely took into account the best
possible living situation for a college
student. With vinyl, hardy noncom-

bustible siding, the apartments are
much safer for student living.
“There will definitely be no fires
here because of some kid who drops a
cigarette,” Funkhouser said.
He also said the location and convenience makes it ideal, because the
Charleston Homes are in walking
distance of such places as Wal-mart,
Outback Steakhouse and The Pub.
Jessica Valsechi, a 21-year-old
JMU student and resident of Charles-

ton, said that she loves the location.
“Now that I’m a senior and finally
21, it’s nice to be a lot closer to the bar
scene,” Valsechi said.
Valsechi said Charleston Townes
is much nicer than the typical college apartments. “I was just so tired
of living in the same crappy apartments where things are broken, old
and worn,” she said. “Plus, the walk-in
closet was definitely a deciding factor.”

NORTH: Has
Luxury Living
North, from page 3

but North 38 feels more like a home,” Kotak said. “I’m
still most excited about the 24-hour hot tub, though.”
However, one concern has been about the location, as it is not as close to JMU as other apartment
complexes. However, Bosket said there is a bus line
that runs through campus every 40 minutes, along
with three shuttles available at all times.
“The shuttles can take you wherever, whether you
need to go to Wal-mart or out to dinner,” Bosket said.

On-Campus Housing an Option for Students
Freshmen had choice of one- or two-year housing this year and next
By CAROLINE KRETSCH
contributing writer

Classes have just started, routines have
just been established and friendships have
just been formed. However, the time is now
to jump on living arrangements for the
2009-2010 school year, and to figure out
where to live next year: On or off campus?
In an apartment or dorm room?
For upcoming sophomores, juniors and
seniors, the only way to receive an on-campus housing spot is through a lottery. This
process hasn’t changed from recent years,
but this year’s freshman class had the op-

tion of choosing to live on campus next year
when they decided to come to JMU.
“This is the first year [the] second year
on-campus option has been made available
to current freshmen. When they applied for
housing here presently they had the option of
whether to sign up for one year or two,” coordinator of Off Campus Life Alex Adjei said.
The process of getting on-campus housing is fairly extensive and starts in early
September, when campus is splattered with
information about available housing for the
upcoming year. The off-campus help desk,
which is now located on the second floor of
Festival, is equipped with students and ad-

visers who can help with housing choices.
Oct. 1 is really when the chaos begins.
At 10 p.m., the housing contract requests
are made available. Interested students fill
out the requests online in hopes of receiving
a contract to live on campus next year.
Oct. 15 is when housing contracts are
made available to those who were picked
from the first batch of contract applicants.
The applicants are then prioritized and given numbers of priority. This happens from
early to mid-February and the applicants’
numbers are made available.
By mid- to late February, the selections
are made and housing assignments are giv-

en out to the sophomores, juniors and seniors who applied.
According to Adjei, there is not a set number of housing left for the upperclassmen.
The process is designed to give incoming
freshmen priority for on-campus housing.
When housing runs out on campus, there is
plenty off-campus apartments designed for
upperclassmen, as well as Greek-life housing
for those in fraternities or sororities.
The most important thing to remember
is that now is the time to make decisions for
next year. It may seem premature, but in reality, the process will be over before you can
sing the JMU fight song.

Find A Decibel Level Right For You

Before an apartment lease is signed, know how loud your complex gets on weekends
By BETH FEATHER
contributing writer

At some schools the process of deciding on a party for the night would take time
and planning. For JMU students however,
just simply getting on a bus and heading to
the apartments on Port Republic Road will
suffice.
Without fail, parties can be found in the
Hunter’s Ridge, Ashby Crossing and Fox
Hills complexes every weekend and most
weekdays. These places are the “craziest,”
according to the student body.
Junior Ashley Beaulieu lived in Ashby
last year and experienced the loud par-

ties and distractions of living in the popular apartment. This year however, she has
moved to Copper Beech for a “more mature living experience.” She said that after
a while, the parties and noise got old. Although she understands that parties are
everywhere, “nothing compares to living
somewhere like Ashby.”
It’s a common trend for people to enjoy
partying but want to live places where they
can get work done during the week. Freshman Heather Imoehl knows that Ashby is
the place to go for a party, but for her own
apartment next year, she is looking for
somewhere quieter. “I want somewhere to
not party every night so I can study,” Im-

oehl said. The best places in her opinion are
Copper Beech and Pheasant Run.
Casey Tappan, a junior, lives in Fox
Hills and describes the atmosphere as
“in between.” She enjoys having fun during the week but is also to get work done
without many loud distractions. Junior
Lane O’Brien has also found an “in-between” apartment. He lives in Squire Hill
where he notices both scenes. Up on the
hill where he lives is not a big party scene,
however he notices lots of activity near
the bottom.
Another place with a lot to do is Forest
Hills Manor. Senior Cliff Sacalis just moved
there this year and enjoys the friendly at-

mosphere. There are three rows of houses
in the complex and during the weekends
you can expect a party or two per row. Even
though there is a significant party scene
here, for Scalis it was a scale back from living in a fraternity house.
Everyone has different values in choosing a place to live, or a place to party, and at
JMU there are enough choices for everyone.
If you are looking for lots of excitement,
then Ashby might be the best bet. If you
are more interested in having a place to live
that is quiet, Copper Beech might be great.
Either way you can guarantee there will be
something going on if you travel down Port
Republic Road.
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(go ahead, take a peek)

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL!

GREAT PRICE, GREAT LOCATION, GREAT SERVICE, GREAT PLACE

Free Cable/Ethernet*
Huge Furnished 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Laundry/Storage Room in Each Apt
4 Flat Blocks to Campus
Free Bus to Campus for JMU Students
24-Hour Emergency Service
Some Pets Welcome- Ask For Details
*Annual activation fee req’d

DROP BY:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 10am-2pm

11-A South Avenue
Harrisonburg
540-438-3322
TAKE A VIRTUAL TOUR 24/7
APPLY ONLINE
www.themillapts.com
Email: themillapts@yahoo.com

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

